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Team
/ tēm /
noun
A group of people with different skills, 
who work together on a common 
project, service, or goal, to produce a 
mutually desired outcome.  
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Back to Work
 If you read the tealeaves, you will see 
that market fundamentals are con-
sistently improving and a faint but 
tangible momentum to the positive 
side appears to be building.

There has been much talk and 
raised hopes in the last few 

months that 2018 will finally be the 
year that our industry gets back onto 
stable feet.
   If you read the tealeaves, you will see 
that market fundamentals are consis-
tently improving and a faint but tan-
gible momentum to the positive side 
appears to be building.
   The price of oil is now and has been 
ranging in the upper 60s. E&Ps are 
more forward looking and confident 
in their spend projections. And the 
volume of bidding in the Subsea sec-
tor is not only higher than it has been 
in three years, but reaches past the 
typical near-term seasonal periods. 
All of this adds up to a delicate but 
real sense that the worst of this multi-
year downturn, may be behind us. 
     By no means should anyone think 
that the path ahead will be rainbows 
and butterflies. If history teaches us 
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As CEO I am provided a unique 
vantage point, which allows 

me to see all aspects of our busi-
ness. From sales, to finance, to op-
erations and all of the in-between 
activities and responsibilities that 
hold this company together and 
propel it forward. This perspective 
affords me an understanding that 
few can have. And what I see on a 
daily basis is truly impressive.
    My original intent of this article 
was to bring attention to those indi-
viduals who are working hard and 
making a difference. People whose 

talents and decisions are making 
this company a success in an 

environment where few are 
succeeding. But as I begin to 

consider who might qualify for this 
spotlight, I quickly realized that this 
was an impossible task. There are 
simply too many people. I would 
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Continued Notes from the Helm “The Value of Team.”

Continued Back to Work

Wes Bordelon
President & CEO

Bordelon Marine

anything, its that these types of protracted downturns have a long trajectory for recovery. 
2018 will likely remain a period fraught with volatility. And some of the success that we are 
experiencing today 

THE VOLUME OF BIDDING IN THE SUBSEA SECTOR IS NOT ONLY HIGHER THAN 
IT HAS BEEN IN THREE YEARS, BUT REACHES PAST THE TYPICAL NEAR-TERM 

SEASONAL PERIODS.

is more indicative of a stronger Subsea Market then an O&G Service Industry as a whole. 
Many experts predict that 2019 will actually be the first time that consistent improvements 
are measured segment wide. But for Bordelon Marine and our fleet of highly specialize sub-
sea assets, the outlook is fortunately more near term. 
    An example of this that is hard to miss; April saw the entire ULIV and operational 
Mini-Supply fleet go back to work. Many of these projects exceed the traditional “Spring 
Spot Market” characteristics and are expected to run in excess of sixty days. It is also very 
positive to see that each vessel is working in a different market segments, which includes 
Subsea Intervention, Diving, Survey and Environmental. All are a testament to the versatil-
ity of the Bordelon Marine Fleet and its Operations Group. The Market seems to be moving 
again. Hopefully this is the beginning of a lasting recovery. DSNEWS

I CAN FIND NO BETTER EXAMPLE OF THE 
DEFINITION OF TEAM, THEN THIS COMPANY. 
WE ARE A GROUP OF DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT 
PEOPLE, WITH DIFFERENT TALENTS, EXPE-
RIENCES, AND PERSPECTIVES. ALL WORK-

ING TOGETHER TO MOVE THE COMPANY FORWARD.

literally end up describing 
all of you. 
   Vessels Crews, Safety, 
Operations, HR, Account-
ing, Finance, Shipyard, 
Warehousing, Transpor-
tation, Sales, Marketing. 
Each function a critical 

part of a greater effort. And without all performing well the machine does not deliver. I can 
find no better example of the definition of TEAM, then this company. We are a group of 
distinctly different people, with different talents, experiences, and perspectives. All working 
together to move the company forward. I’m blessed to be able to see how it all comes togeth-
er. It is an amazing occurrence that I wish everyone could have the same appreciations for 
as I do. There is a reason why this company continues to succeed when others are not. Each 
person’s contribution is critical and cannot be overstated. DSNEWS
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Open enrollment is just around the corner and choosing the best plan to suit your needs 
can be overwhelming. But understanding how health insurance works, can help you 

easily navigate through the process.
    One of the biggest problems with understanding health insurance is deciphering through 
the confusing jumble of terms such as PPO, deductible, co-pay, out-of-pocket maximum, 
and the list goes on and on. However, you should not let that burden you. With a little basic 
knowledge, understanding health insurance does not have to be all that complicated. Take 
Bob for example. 

One of the biggest problems with understanding health insurance is deciphering through the confusing jumble of 
terms such as PPO, deductible, co-pay, out-of-pocket maximum, and the list goes on and on.

HEALTH INSURANCE 101

     Let’s say Bob is enrolled in the Base Plan. He has a $200 monthly premium, with a $2000 
deductible, 10% co-insurance, and a $4000 out-of-pocket maximum. Bob recently broke his 
arm playing in the alumni tournament at his old high school and has just been stuck with a 
$100,000 medical bill. With the Base Plan, how much of that enormous medical bill does Bob 
have to pay?
     Let’s start with the deductible. The deductible is the amount of money Bob must pay each 
year before his insurer starts paying their share. Bob’s plan has a $2000 deductible. That means 
for a $100,000 medical bill, Bob must pay the first $2000. Then, the remaining $98,000 bill is 
split between Bob and his insurer based on his plan’s co-insurance. 
     Co-insurance is the percentage of costs Bob must pay after his deductible has been met. 
Bob’s plan has a 10% co-insurance. That means for every $5000 of medical bills, Bob’s insurer 
will pay $4500 and Bob must pay $500. This cost-sharing continues until Bob reaches his out-
of-pocket maximum.  
     The out-of-pocket maximum is the most Bob will have to pay in medical expenses each year 
before his insurer pays the rest. In this example, Bob’s plan has a $4000 out-of-pocket max-

co-insurance deductible

$ ¢ ¢
The percentage of costs of a 
covered health care service. 
(you pay 10%, for example)
after youʼve paid deductible.

The amount you pay for health 
care services before your 
insurance begins to pay.
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Desiree Loupe
Director of  Human Resources

Bordelon Marine

imum. Bob has already spent $2000 on his deductible and $2000 
on his co-insurance. That means he has reached his out-of-pocket 
maximum and his insurer will cover the rest - $96,000. 
    Overall Bob, only paid $4000 for a $100,000 medical bill. If he 
didn’t have health insurance, he would have been responsible for 
the entire bill. 
      Hopefully, you and Bob now have a better understanding on how 
health insurance works and if not, the HR department is always 
available to answer your questions. 

*Example assumes the use of covered, in-network services and pro-
viders.  Please remember to check with your insurer to confirm 
in-network coverage, whenever possible. 

T.H.I.N.K.
before you speak

IF IT’S ONLINE, IT’S 
THERE FOREVER.

Read 12:00 PM

Side NoteProfessional

IS IT TRUE?
IS IT HELPFUL?
IS IT INSPIRING?
IS IT NECESSARY?
IS IT KIND?

Social media has proven to be a 
powerful tool nowadays. Not only 
being able to connect with people 
on a personal level, but to network, 
market, or inform. Posting online is 
instant, public and more often per-
manent. Once you post, you lose 
control of what happens to it. It only 
takes one friend to share your post. 
And too often people find their 
post coming back to haunt them. 
It is important that you T.H.I.N.K. 
before you speak. Not only on so-
cial media but in everyday interac-
tion with someone. Make sure to 
be conscious about your choice of 
words if it can influence someone’s 
ideas or feelings. 

t h i n k  b e f o r e  y o u  s p e a k

OPEN ENROLLMENT 
IS COMING SOON!

Please be sure you are able to login  to your 
MyPay account. 

Check your emails for announcements end of 
May/ beginning of June.

GET STARTED NOW Sign up at principal.com/enroll or 
by calling 800.547.7754.

Intended to be educational in nature and is not intended to be taken as a recommendation.© 2017 Principal Financial Services, Inc.
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• Have your regular contribution automatically withdrawn from 
your paycheck. You’ll be saving without even thinking about it. 
• Increase your immediate tax savings by simply boosting your 
pre-tax contributions.
• Review your options during the enrollment process to choose 
the investment allocation that matches your goals. And it’s easy 
to revisit and update your elections anytime. 

You can start small. But you should start soon. DSNEWS

T 
H 
I 
N 
K

Saving for your retirement is important. 
So why wait?
There’s no better time than the present to start taking advantage of 
the company retirement plan. It’s smart. And it helps you get on the 
path to save for your future. 

Here’s how simple it is to save:
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Singer Jimmy Dean said, “I can’t change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my sails to 
always reach my destination.” Change is around us every day forcing us to adapt and move for-
ward.  In the spirit of change and with our shipbuilding operations currently on hiatus, I have 
been asked and accepted the challenge to transition into the Vice President of Operations position 
with Bordelon Marine. First, I would like to thank Ryan Kilgo for the great job he has done as the 
Director of Operations in the past years, and congratulate him on his new position as Director of 
Compliance with the company.
     Many of the mariners may know me from being at the shipyard for mobilizations or during the 
construction of our subsea vessels. For those of you who do not, I will be making my rounds to 
all the vessels very soon to introduce myself to everyone and express my expectations for our staff 
going forward. With these changes, we also added Quinton Lirette as the Operations Manager for 
the Connor Bordelon. Please extend Quinton congratulations, and treat him with the same level 
of respect and professionalism that you have always extended to Jason and Trenton.
    For the most part Operations will be handled very similar to the way we have operated in the 
past, with a few changes. We will immediately begin to refine and populate our HELM system 
to incorporate all equipment on the vessels and implement maintenance schedules for all add-
ed equipment. This will be accomplished with the assistance of the Vessels Bridge and Engine 
Room staffs. Completion and implementation of this system will ensure proper maintenance of 
all equipment going forward and should make restocking of essential spares more efficiently.
    I have always exercised an “open door” policy either in person or by phone and will remain 
always open if you need anything. My staff and I are here to support you, as we keep Bordelon 
growing and moving in the right direction. We need to continue to build on our recent and 
past successes with our vessels to continue to build our clients’ confidence. We have had major 
clients onboard our vessels recently and have received very positive feedback about our vessels 
and crews! I feel this is a tribute to the dedication of everyone at Bordelon and its mission. I look 
forward to this new chapter and keep up the good work! DSNEWS

Captains
CORNER

Change is around us every day forcing us to adapt and move forward.

WINDS OF CHANGE

Dirk Cortez
Vice President

Bordelon Marine 
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Foil Pack Fish
with rice 

Ingredients
2 Catfish fillets (or preferred fish) 
1 Sliced Bell Pepper
1 Sliced Onion
1  Sliced Lemon
1 tsp Salt
1 tsp Pepper
1/2 tsp Granulated Garlic
1 1/2 tbsp Butter
2 cups of cooked rice

Directions
Preheat oven for 375 degrees. Rinse 
and pat dry fish. Season fish with 
Salt, Pepper and Granulated Garlic.
Place rice on a large sheet of alumi-
num foil. Add slices of 1 1/2 tbsp 
of butter to rice. Top the rice with 
seasoned fish, onions and bell pep-
pers. Arrange lemon slices over fish. 
Carefully seal all edges of the foil to 
form enclosed packet. Place packet 
on a baking sheet. Bake in preheat-
ed oven for 20 minutes or depend-
ing on the size of fish. Fish is done 
when it flakes easily with a fork.
 

Don’t miss out! Submit your photo to Bordelon photo 
contest. You could win an awesome prize of $500 for 
first place, $200 for second placeand have your photo 
featured in the next Dockside Newsletter. We are look-
ing for images of the vessels, people working or peo-
ple interacting at work. 
   We want to give a special thanks to Tate Morton for 
inspiring this contest with his incredible images of the 
Connor. Shown below are an examples of images we 
are looking forward to seeing.

17 weeks to come up with a idea for a great image!
( Deadline September 6, 2018)

Join the contest by submitting your photo to 
marketing@bordelonmarine.com,
with your name and contact information.

Judged based on creativity, originality and accordance 
to showing your Bordelon Marine pride. Winner will be 
notified and announced in Winter Newsletter.

Here’s How It Works



Anchored in SAFETY MONTHLY
SAFETY FOCUS

BORDELON MARINE

JANUARY
Slip, Trips & Falls

FEBRUARY
Drug Free Workplace

MARCH
Hearing Conservation

APRIL
Heat Stress

MAY
Hurricane Awareness

JUNE
Fall Protection

JULY
Permit to Work

AUGUST
Incident Reporting

SEPTEMBER
Hit Cards & JSEAs

OCTOBER
Proper PPE

NOVEMBER
Management of Change

DECEMBER
Back Safety
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FIVE YEARS NO LTI!!

Bordelon Marine, LLC has reached 5 years without a lost time 
injury!  Bordelon has always been committed to providing a 
safe, secure and healthy work environment for all employees, 
contractors and customers. Five years without a lost time inju-
ry is proof of that commitment.

This accomplishment highlights our mariners’ outstanding performance in 
maintaining a safe work culture aboard our vessels. 

FIVE YEARS WITH NO LTI CAN ONLY 
BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH EXTENSIVE 
EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT ALONG WITH 
THE COMPANY’S COMMITMENT TO SAFETY.” 

   This achievement is 
no accident! Five years 
with no LTI can only 
be accomplished with 
extensive employee in-
volvement along with 

the company’s commitment to safety.   
This accomplishment highlights our mariners’ outstanding per-
formance in maintaining a safe work culture aboard our vessels. 
   A safety culture based on communication and accountability 
has produced an engaged workforce and a safer environment 
for everyone. It is obvious that everyone looks after themselves 
and each other!
   Our safety record is something everyone at BMI can be proud 
of, something that sets us apart from the rest! DSNEWS
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YOUR BRAIN
EXCERCISE

The answer is on the last page.

NEW FEATURE ON PAGE 9

use your 

brain

BRAIN TEASER

Aaron Elizabeth Lyons
Safety Manager

Bordelon Marine 

Protecting your fingers and hands is important for your work 
and quality of life. Work-related hand injuries are one of the 
leading reasons workers end up in the emergency room and 
miss work. Damage to the nerves in your fingers and hands, loss 
of a finger, a skin burn or allergic reaction, can negatively im-
pact the quality of your work, your productivity – or worse – 
end your career and seriously detract from your quality of life. 

A milkman has 
2 empty jugs: a 3 
gallon jug and 5 
gallon jug. How 
can he measure 
exactly 1 gallon 
without wasting 
any milk?

3 5

WORKERS’ HANDS ARE THEIR MOST IMPORTANT 
TOOLS, BUT UNLIKE WRENCHES AND SCREWDRIVERS 

HANDS ARE IRREPLACEABLE

Workers’ hands are their most important tools, but unlike 
wrenches and screwdrivers hands are irreplaceable. Even a small 
cut can impede performance, which is why hand safety is so im-
portant. Introducing appropriate PPE is step one to preventing 
hand injuries.  Bordelon Marine has taken this important first 
step and provided specialty gloves to all mariners.  This in addi-
tion to training our employees to use the correct tool for the job 
and wear proper PPE are all ways Bordelon is working to keep 
our mariners safe. DSNEWS

HAND PROTECTION AWARNESS

ALWAYS SAFETY FIRST

CONTINUED Anchored in SAFETY



Please visit our website, www.bordelonmarine.com for more info on our vessels, 
safety records or company policies. Questions or concerns regarding this newsletter, 
please email them to marketing@bordelonmarine.com Dockside © 2018 Bordelon Marine

Bordelon Marine
127 E. Waguespack St

Lockport, LA 70374

Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders
682 Thompson Rd
Houma, LA 70363

did ya know...?

YOUR BRAIN
EXCERCISE

brain teaser

ANSWER!
The milkman filled the 3 gallon jug, 
and then emptied the contents into 
the 5 gallon jug. He then filled the 
3 gal. jug again and continued to 

fill the 5 gallon until it was full. The 
milk remaining in the 3 gal. was 1 

gal. precisely.

Play again next Dockside!

Say hello to Mrs.
Shannon Naquin!

What is different?
Hint: 5 things has changed.

Answer: Wall outlets are missing, table leg changed color, chair wheel, telephone on desk,and desk drawer knob missing.

Answers are below Blast from the Past.

The era you heard “Call Me” by 
Blondie blasting on the radio, hair 
was better when it’s bigger and it 
was considered “gnarly” to wear 
fluorescent clothes. Shannon was 
definitely rocking the curly tress-
es in her graduation photo. Ready 
to conqueror the world. Shannon 
Naquin, Administrative Assis-
tant was nominated as our next 
candidate for Blast from the Past 
with a throwback photo. She will 
get to nominate the next person to 
submit a photo for Blast from the 
Past. Once you have accepted the 
offer, you will get to pick the per-
son. DSNEWS

BLAST from the PAST 


